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The objective function and constraint of the knapsack problem are aggregated and an equi- 
valent knapsack problem is formed. The equivalent problem is solved in a new algorithm as a 
dynamic programming recursion. This new formulation then leads to a solution of the knapsack 
problem by the corner polyhedron and group knapsack approaches. The result is a second algo- 
rithm that differs from current algorithms and may have certain computational dvantages over 
them. 
1. Equivalent knapsack problems 
This paper is concerned with the knapsack problem in the form: 
(K) maximize z, 
subject to ~ cjxj= z, 
j -1  
~ a jx j+x , ,~ l=b,  
j I 
xj>_O, integer, j= l ,2  . . . . .  n+l  
where b, aj, cj are given positive integers atisfying aj <_ b, c~/a~ >_ c2/a 2 >. . .  >_ c n ~an, 
gcd(Cl,C2 .. . . .  cn)= 1. If Q/al  =ci /a i ,  index 1 is for Q<-ci. 
We first define t = [Clb/al] + 1 and consider the following problem: 
(A) maximize z, 
subject to ~ (c j+ta j )x j+tXn+l=Z+tb,  Z<--[Clb/al], 
j 1 
xj>_O, integer, j=1 ,2  . . . . .  n+l .  
We obtain a result in Theorem 1 similar to the classical one of Mathews [1]. 
Theorem 1. Problems (K) and (A) are equivalent," they have the same optimal solu- 
tion z, Xl, x2, ..., x,, + 1. 
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Proof .  Suppose (A) has optimal solution x~,z*, while (K) has optimal solution 
x°,z  °. It is clear that z°<__ [cjb/aj]. From the constraints of (K), using the t-value 
as multiplier, we obtain 
0 0 cjxO + t ajxj + x~ + j = z° + tb. 
j= l  j 1 
Hence, z°<_z *. We will now show that the optimal values for (A), xf, z*, satisfy 
,7 * -b>0,  then, writing t from (A) as the constraints of (K). I f  ~j=l ajx~+xn+ l 
j= l  
* -b  a jx ;  + x.+ , 
j= l  
n * * b<0,  we obtain t<_z*<_[cjb/al], which is impossible. If ~j=lajx j  +x, ,+l -  
we obtain t<_~j=lcjx~<[clb/al] ,  which is impossible. We are left with 
~ j :  ajxj* + x,,+ = b and therefore ~nj:l cjx~ = z*. Thus z* = z ° and x~, z* are op- 
timal to (K). 
2. A dynamic  programming so lu t ion  
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we can find the solution to (K) by solving pro- 
blem (A). We shall attept to solve the equation of (A) for values z= 1,2 . . . . .  
[clb/aj]. Not all such values of z will necessarily lead to a solution for the 4); we 
will, however, find the maximum value of z where a solution does exist. While all 
values of z may not be feasible for (A), all values of z will be feasible for the con- 
gruence of Theorem 2, a theorem which is well-known. 
Theorem 2. I f  gcd(Cl,C 2 . . . . .  Cn)= 1, then a nonnegative integer solution exists to 
the congruence ~j= l cjxj=-z rood t for  all integer values of  z. 
We develop a function F(z), which depends only on the residue class of z modulo 
t, by defining 
(F) F (z )=min ~ (cj+taj)xj, 
j= l  
H 
subject to ~ c jx j - zmod t, 
j= l  
xj~0,  integer, j=  1,2 . . . . .  n. 
F(z) = F(z') where z and z' are in the same residue class modulo t. Hence, the calcu- 
lation of F(z) need be made only for the values z = 1, 2 . . . . .  t -  1. Clearly, z (or z + tb) 
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and F(Z) are in the same residue class modulo t ; F(z) =- z modt .  For any z in the same 
residue class, we have 
Theorem 3. An integer z, 0 < z < t, is feasible for (A) i f  and only if z + tb >_ F(z). 
Once F(z) is computed for a given value of  z and z + tb>_ F(z) holds, then the 
corresponding values xl,x2 .. . . .  x, of (F) are also feasible for (A) with x,+l  = 
(z+ tb-F(z) ) / t .  F(z) can be computed by the dynamic programming recursion 
(R) F(z) = min (cj + taj + F(z - cj)), 
J 
where the arguments of F(z) and F(z -c j )  are taken modulo t. We shall solve (R) 
and show how to produce the optimal xj values that correspond to each z. 
The complete characterization of all solutions and nonsolutions to (A) is obtained 
from F(z). We present an algorithm for determining F(z) and the solution to the 
knapsack problem. 
Algorithm 1. We use C( j ) ,D( j ) ,E( j )  to reduce storage requirements. C(j) locates 
each j : z value such that F(z) is a minimum, D(j)  indicates the j- index of xj, and 
E(j)  gives the z value at location j. 
Step 1. Initialize. Set F (k )=0 for k= 1,2 . . . . .  t -1 .  Form dj=cj+taj,  C(cj)=j, 
D(ci)= j, E( j )=cj ,  F(cj)=dj, xj=O for each j .  Set j=0  and m=n and go to 2. 
Step 2. (a) Set j= j+ 1. I f j>m,  go to 3. Otherwise, go to 2(b). 
(b) Set i=E( j ) .  If  C(i)4:j, go to 2(a). Otherwise, set k=0 and go to 2(c). 
(c) Set k=k+l .  If k>D(i ) ,  go to 2(a). Otherwise, calculate d=F( i )+d k, 
z=d- [d / t ] t .  Go to 2(d). 
(d) If z = 0 or 0 <F(z) -<d,  go to (2c). Otherwise, set m = m + 1. C(z)= m, E(m)= 
z, F(z)= d. Go to 2(c). 
Step 3. To determine the optimal z and xj for the knapsack problem, set z = t -  1. 
(a) If z+tb<F(z) ,  go to 3(b). Otherwise, the z value is optimal; x,+l= 
(z + tb -F (z ) ) / t ,  To calculate the other xj values, set c= z and go to 3(c). 
(b) Set z=z-  1. If z=cl[b/al l ,  go to 3(e); otherwise, go to 3(a). 
(c) Let k=D(c); set x k=xk+ 1 and go to 3(d). 
(d) Take c=c-c  k. I fc<O,  take c=c+t  and go to 3(c). If c>O, go to 3(c). If 
c -  0, stop. 
(e) xl =[b/al], x,+ 1 =b-a l [b /a l ] ;  stop. 
The search for optimal z in Step 3 of  the algorithm starts with z = [cl b/al]. Since 
xl = [bl/al], xj = 0, j>_ 2, is feasible for (K), with resultant z = cl [b/al ], the optimal 
z must be found within [c lb /a l ] -  cj [b/al]< cl applications of  Step 3(a). 
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3. A faster method 
In Algorithm 1 the calculation for F(z) is made for the values z - 1, 2 . . . . .  t -  1. 1 t 
t is large, particularly when b is large, the calculations become excessive. We can 
solve (R) and obtain F(z) by a simpler algorithm that requires calculation for the 
values 1, 2 . . . . .  c I - 1 regardless of  the size of  t. We rely on 
Theorem 4. Consider F(zo), for  some Zo < _ t - l ,  where we obtain x) ) satisfying 
~" c jx° -zomodt .  If, in addition, 2]=lc jx)   zo+kt with integer k>0,  then ~j=l  
F(Zo) > zo + bt," Zo is not feasible for  (A). 
Proof. Suppose y n cjxO=zo+kt, k>0,  and F(zo)<_zo+bt. We obtain 
k+ E" ajxg<b; 0 '/=1 j=l _ xj is feasible for (K) with objective value zo+kt>[clb/aj] ,  
which is impossible. 
When F(z) is calculated as in (F) for O<_z<t, we obtain xj values satisfying 
~" c jx j=z+kt  for some integer k>0.  If k>0,  however, as seen in Theorem 4, ~.,j= 1 
z ~s not feasible for (A). We therefore require k= 0, from which we can solve for 
x~ and substitute in (F) to obtain 
(F') F(z) - z(cl + tal)/Cl = t rain ~ (aj - al cj/cj )xj, 
j=2 
subject to ~ c jx j~zmodc  1, 
j=2 
~CjX j~,  xj~O, integer, j=2 ,3  . . . . .  n. 
j=2 
The constraints of  (F') express the integrality and norlnegativity of  x I . We neglect 
the constraint Y/' cjxj<_z and define a function G(x), depending only on the j=2 
residue class of  x modulo cj, as follows 
(G) G(x )=min  ~. (aj-alcj /cl)xj ,  
j=2 
subject to ~ c jx j -xmodc  1, 
j=2 
xj_>0, integer, j=2 ,3  . . . . .  n. 
G(x) is found for x=z- [z /c l ]c l  by the dynamic programming recursion 
(R')  G(x)= mirl {a j -a lcyc l+G(x -c j )  }, 
2~j~n 
where G(0)= 0 and the argument of  G(x) (and G(x-c j ) )  is taken modulo c I. We 
shall determine G(x) for x= 1, 2, ..., c I - 1. In neglecting the second constraint of  
(F'), we are interested in determining F(z) with z suitably large. We can find, how- 
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ever, all the values of  z for which the computat ion is valid. In the course of the 
'~" c x for x2,x3,. ,x,, yielding calculation, we find the smallest value y(x) of L,/:2 j j " "  
G(x). Then, if y(x)<-z, these xj values together with Xl = (z-y(x))/Cl are optimal 
for (F), with F(z) = (c 1 + tal)z/cl + tG(x). Otherwise, if y(x)>z, we return to the 
original computat ion of  F(z). The calculation for G(x) is done in 
Algorithm 2. Define dj=aj-(al/cl)cj, j=2 ,3  . . . . .  n. If ci~-cjmodc 1 and d,<di, 
eliminate the j term. If ci=-cjmodc 1, d i :d  j and ci<cj, eliminate the j term. If 
~)---0 rood q ,  eliminate the j term. C(j) locates each j=x  value such that G(x) is a 
minimum, D(j) indicates the j - index of xj and E(j) gives the x value at location j. 
Step 1. Initialize. Suppose terms j=2,  3 . . . . .  m remain. Form c j : c  i -  [Cj/CL]Cl, 
G(cj)=dj, y(cj)=cj, C(cj)=j, D(cj)=j, E(j)=cj for j_>2. Set G(k)=<~ for 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  c1 -1 ,  k:~cj. Set j= l  and go to 2. 
Step 2. (a) Set j= j+ 1. I f j>m,  go to 3. Otherwise, go to 2(b). 
(b) Set i=E(j). If C(i)~:j, go to 2(a). Otherwise, set k= 1 and go to 2(c). 
(c) Set k=k+ 1. If k>D(i), go to 2(a). Otherwise, calculate d=G(i )+d k, y= 
y(i)+c k, x=y- [y /c l ]c  1. Go to 2(d). 
(d) If x :0  or d>G(x) or both d-G(x)  and y>_y(x), go to 2(c). Otherwise, set 
m-m+ 1, C(x)=m, E(m)=x, G(x)=d, y(x)=y. Go to 2(c). 
Step 3. To attempt a solution for the knapsack problem, set z= [clb/al]. 
(a) Set x=z- [z /q ]c  I and Xl=(Z-y(x))/cj. If  x l<0,  G(x) does not produce 
F(z). If  x 1>_0, go to 3(b). 
(b) If b < (al/cj)z + G(x), go to 3(c). Otherwise, the z value is optimal. To calcu- 
late the xj values, set c=z and initialize xj=O, j~  1. Go to 4. 
(c) Set z=z-1 .  If  z>cl[b/al], go to 3(a). Otherwise, z=cl[b/al] is optimal; 
x I = [b/aj]. 
Step 4. (a) Set k=D(x), Xk=Xk+ 1, c=y(x)--Ck and go to 4(b). 
(b) If c>0,  set x=e-[c/q]c~ and go to 4(a). Otherwise, stop. 
4. Examples 
Consider the problem [2]: find integers xj ~ 0, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 that maximize z where 
18xl+14x2+8x3+4x4=z, 15xl+12Xz+7X3+4x4<_25. 
Dividing through by 2, we change the z equation to 9xj + 7x 2 + 4x 3 + 2x4 = z. We ob- 
tain t = [9.25/15] + 1 = 16. The (A) constraint becomes 
249x~ + 199x2 + 116x 3 + 66x4 + 16x 5 = z + 400, 
where xs->0. From Algorithm 1, we obtain successively 
D(z) 1 2 3 4 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 
F(z) 1249 199 116 66 398 365 232 315 182 481 348 431 298 597 547 
/ 
z [9  7 4 2 14 13 8 11 6 1 12 15 10 5 3 
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Trying z= 15, F(15)=431> 15+ 16.25 =415; z= 15 is not feasible. With z= 14, 
F(14)=398<414; z =14 is maximal. We obtain x5=(414-398) /16=1;  back- 
tracking from z = 14, x2=2 with xl =0, x 3=0, x4=0. 
From Algorithm 2 alone d2= 1/3, d3= 1/3, d4=2/3; we obtain successively 
D(x) 2 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 
G(z) 1/3 1/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 3/3 3/3 4/3 
y(x) 7 4 2 14 8 6 12 10 
x 7 4 2 5 8 6 3 1 
Trying z = 15, we obtain x= 15-  [15/9]. 9=6,  G(6)= 1, and 
F(15)=(9+ 16.15). 15/9+ 16.1 =431 >415; 
z = 15 is not feasible. With z = 14, we obtain x= 5, G(5) =2/3,  and F(14) =431 >415; 
z -14  is maximal. We obtain xl =(14-14) /9=0;  backtracking from x=5,  x2=2 
with x 3 = 0, x4 = 0. 
Consider the same problem with b = 326. Thus t = 196. Algorithm 2 produces the 
same computation as above. Trying z = 195, we obtain x=6,  G(6)= 1 and hence 
F(195)=(9+ 196.15). 195/9+ 196.1 =64091= 195+ 196. 326; z-- 195 is maximal. 
We obtain xj =(195-6) /9=21;  backtracking from x=6,  x3= 1, x4 = 1 with x2=0. 
5. Discussion 
The work done here reflects two influences. In neglecting the constraint 
tl  ~'j=2 CjXj <-z from (F') and solving (G) instead, we are following the corner poly- 
/7 hedron approach of integer programming. Then, using the congruence ~j=2 cjxj = 
z mod c~ alone, we are taking the approach of solving (K) as a group knapsack pro- 
blem. Both of these approaches are discussed generally in [3]; the modulo 
arithmetic procedure, when successful, usually results in fast solutions as compared 
to standard methods. The method here departs from the one in [3] by being based 
on aggregating the objective function and the constraint; the congruence used is 
modulo cl rather than modulo a~. 
In selecting a method for computation, we recommend the procedure given here 
if cl <al  and the procedure of [3] if c I >a l .  For the method given here a computa- 
tional advantage might accrue; the dynamic programming enumeration is for one 
less variable (namely xn+l) than the enumeration of [3]. Moreover, when our 
method fails, when Xl<0 in Algorithm 2, we can calculate F(z) directly in 
Algorithm 1. This latter method has a computational dvantage over nonmodulo 
arithmetic methods since the calculation is guided by a congruence. 
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